
INK OUT OF TEABAGS

In ourexperiments we will use tea bags as the maincomponent of out ink. Having two different set-ups will provide the
chance to compare the.

While applying the ink on paper, it washarder to use ink B because its consistencywas very watery. Several
programs allow teachers to customize activities or enter content. After the user has finished the item test, the
end result of the evaluation will be shown with its corresponded grade. The formative evaluation incorporated
the selection of the evaluation materials, identification of the respondents, field-testing of the program and
checking of responses and inclusion of suggestions before another evaluation was made by the CAI experts.
Most high street photographic shops can provide this service. Can corn starch contribute to achieve the right
consistency of the ink? Even though many learners prefer very realistic visuals over abstract representations,
teachers must strike a balance between the two to achieve their instructional purposes. Even whole-class use of
a single computer is possible. Continue to stir it. Also, has to provide a password and then confirm it. It is also
envisaged that students will develop a range of independent learning strategies within a media-rich
environment. Right after we put the tea bags inside the boiling water, the changed- color was very noticeable.
The whole-class activities in these role playing simulations are orchestrated by a single computer. Right after
we have placed theteabags in the boiling water, the change ofcolor is very noticeable. We therefore conclude
that one cancreate an improvised ink using theextract from tea bags. It contains of item multiple choice
questions that needs to be answered under time limit. We also recommend that oneshould make use of a large
amount ofcorn starch, a thickening agent, so theapplication of ink would be doneeasier. The courseware was
given an excellent rating on the technical characteristics and technical qualities data from the respondents.
Computer assisted instruction can also help motivate slow learners to work harder and longer. The decreasing
number of casualty of teachers continuously adds to the problem of deterioration and satisfaction. Each lesson
includes step-by-step procedures that allow the user to develop skills while learning more about the lesson
presented. During that step, the smell from the tea was strong. The boiling and straining part of the processes
are efficient for extracting out the tea bags. To haveaccurate observations, we will becreating two set-ups: an
ink withoutvinegar and cornstarch and one withvinegar and cornstarch. After the log-in screen, the welcome
page is displayed, showing instructions on answering the pre-test. If the answer is correct, a check mark will
be displayed at the left side of the table below the choices. This does not mean that all instruction should be
designed based on a single set of plans like a subdivision of one-style homes , but rather that specific
principles can be used to solve different instructional problems and to produce unique solutions in a variety of
situations. The user needs to follow the flow chart and enter the answer in the designated box.


